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The mind is the set of faculties responsible for mental phenomena. Often the term is also identified with the phenomena
themselves. These faculties include thought, imagination, memory, will and sensation. They are responsible for various
mental phenomena, like perception, pain experience, belief, desire, intention and emotion or th'e human consciousness
that originates in the brain and is manifested especially in thought, perception, emotion, will, memory, and imagination.
Having followed religiously a worldwide spiritual mission known as Nirankari Mission for almost 30 Plus years, having
experienced the "Light" blessed by His Holiness Baba Hardev Singh Ji Maharaj in 1999 around me but same
disappeared after few hours. I know now, why I was not able to receive the GRACE of This Divine energy within me. This
mission taught me importance of Guru and in my quest to know more about who I am, brought me to My Divine guide,
Hon'ble Dr. Palakkal Nagraj of Siddha Cosmic.
Belief, one of the faculties of MIND, comes from leaving rational, logical mind (which is nothing but Maya, an Illusion) behind
and let yourself on a quest to truly know who you are, by following a True Divine Guide.
At times, it's been challenging to understand this phenomenon, but with continued dedication and overcoming, my rational
logical mind, I am enjoying experiences which I have never ever in my whole life. The Divine Energy, GOD's vibration
which every spiritual leader (or Manager as beautifully presented and explained in Bollywood movie PK) would instruct
through their own means, which every testament refers, points and claims its presence all around us.
Same Energy, With Blessings and guidance from "Hon'ble Dr. Palakkal Nagaraj", I experience it now everywhere, Even in
Plane at altitude of around 36000 feet. His Holiness Dr. Palakkal course, which HH was able to accept me a student after
continued persistence for around 18 months, has changed my life's perspective and having been a successful real estate
entrepreneur in united states for more than 25 years, now I am on quest to explore my potential.
I would never ever have imagined this aspecUphenomena/perception without HH Dr. Palakkal's unique ritual free methods
of being able to connect to "DIVINE ENERGY' around us, which is very effective and proven. I am a testament of same and
pray to this supreme guru consciousness to bless me, strengthen me to serve with humility to ALMIGHTY DIVINE ENERGY
and it's mankind.

A best of Both worlds can be in your hands, Should you choose. Only through a TRUE divine guide, In my
opinion.
Humbly,

Bhus an hanna
+1 2516481314 Whatsapp.
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